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T

he title
of our

presentation was
especially long for a
headline to fit into
the newsletter, but
the title really did
Dr. Kevin Kwiecien tell the perspective
of our speaker, Dr.
Kevin Kwiecien. So, here it goes: “HealthCentered Dentistry and Team-Centered
Systems,” and the subtitle: “Every Case Is
A Big Case: Is Occlusion The Key?” Let
me join in with the hyphenations to tell
my readers, this lecture was worth being
bright-eyed and bushy-tailed for. Our
members and their guests were treated to
a plated high-protein breakfast perfectly
prepared for eager learners, and I found
a few minutes to bask in the sunrise. (See
the Fall issue to explain how I was setting
my biological clock.)
I recognized our speaker as he walked
toward the podium by recognizing his
own bright uplifted face from the picture
that I had seen in the newsletter, further I
had listened to an introductory talk that
I found on YouTube that began much
the same way our presentation began.
He liked to have his audience up close
to interact with and invited members to
sit in the front row. I admired how Dr.
Kwiecien wove together his presentation
to show how he managed a faculty dental
practice that “intentionally created a
co-discovery team for a congruent patient
experience,” and treatment planning was
also a team effort to “move the patient

toward health with their occlusion in
mind.” Dr. Kwiecien anticipated the
objections to being part of an intentional
system by answering the “Ya but” in the
minds of patients and team members. He
begged us to suspend judgment and listen
for the values of the patient, avoiding the
common side step of “Oh! I do this same
thing too,” rather simply acknowledging that their values and concerns were
understood. One red flag was the patient
who took no responsibility and blamed
the doctor “your filling fell out.” I agreed
when Dr. Kwiecien not defensively, but
properly questioned the patient about his
findings saying in a concerned manner, “Is
it important to you, that you keep your
teeth throughout your lifetime?” Then,
he paused for their response. Further, he
said, “How do you want your teeth to
look when you are 80?” Then he would
say, “What would you like me to know
about you to help you move toward
dental health.”
Dr. Kwiecien used
a hiking expedition
in Austria where he
saw wooden sculptures depicting a pose
he interpreted as
being stuck, and he
used these throughout the day. Early in his presentation
he played an excerpt from 2010 TED
TALK, by Simon Sinek entitled “Start
With Why” and the expression of which
filled in the center of a diagram of doing
business. This was a key to go beyond

the commodity of telling-selling, on to
consulting-coaching and finally to guided
discovery-facilitation.
In fact, Dr. Kwiecien went around the
class and asked for us to say why we got
up in the morning, there were a lot of
good answers relating to serving others and when he came to me he wasn’t
satisfied with my simply saying I had my
morning Christian devotions, he pressed
me to say my “why” and I said, “It is my
Continued on page 3
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President’s Message

G

reetings
my
fellow
warriors! It does
feel like that
lately, doesn't
it? Not so much
just dentists, but
Eric Recker, DDS,
MAGD
warriors. In the
battle. Trying to be victorious. Taking
some body blows. Getting beaten down.
Some victories here and there. Some
setbacks. Trying to move forward. It's
been a journey.
I don't know about you, but if I
mentally stepped back to mid-May 2020
when we were able to open our offices after
the COVID-induced shutdown, I would
have been fairly convinced at that point that
we would be back to normal-ish by now.
What a world we live in.
Supply-chain issues. Trying to find and
retain hygienists, assistants, doctors, and

administrative team members in a highly
competitive, limited-availability market.
Making sense of COVID and mandates and
vaccinations. Ransomware. Cyber-security.
HIPAA. OSHA. Infection control.
And that is just dentistry. Anyone try
to buy or repair a car lately? How about
buying a house? Or building one?
Normal? I have to think it isn't coming
back. So what do we do? It is hard for us,
many of whom are practice owners, to ask
for help. It goes against our DNA. But
what I have found for certain is this- No
man (or woman) is an island. We just can't
expect to thrive, let alone survive, if we
stay isolated. Surround yourself with good
people. People who will share life with you,
counsel you, keep you accountable, check
in on you, and ask how you are really doing.
That's a huge first step.
And take some time to pause. Our
heads can spin uncontrollably if we allow
them. And our phones usually make it

worse. So take a break. Put your phone
down. Step away from your patient. Get
to a place where you can just breathe for a
minute or two. Or even a good deep breath
now and then. The pause has been pivotal
in my life. Don't make it more complicated
than it is. Just a quick pause. And then
back to life.
And lastly, don't simply mourn for the
days that are passed and may not be coming
back. See how you can make the future
you want to see. In big and small ways.
We can wallow in the state of affairs of our
world and our nation, or we can make our
corner of the world better, one interaction
at a time. I believe in you. Big steps or
small steps. Just take them. Move forward.
remember how you got here. You can do
this!
Have a beautiful week!
Eric Recker, DDS, MAGD
President, IAGD
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calling.”, and he pressed further to which
I added, an explanation being a parody
from the movie “Chariots of Fire” when
the athlete explained to his sister why he
competed that he felt, “His pleasure when
I run.” Reflecting on what I think he was
probing me for was the integration of a
system in my why. Let me explain, the
morning devotions I read include joining
with others who read the same devotional
and am part of the body of Christ which
is a part of the system, so to speak. In my
dental life, this integrated well with his
presentation by intentionally making the
dental office work as a team-centered
system. The step-by-step direction of
my dental practice begins with me as I
prepare my day thinking ahead about my
patients and later discussing this with my
team. The “why” is so we are a cohesive
unit in our care so that our patients will
recognize in they are moving toward
health.

interferences. He presented one solution with step-by-step crowns and temporaries done
over time with the long-term occlusal scheme in view. Another case, he simply added resin
to the canines and predicted how minor adjustments would improve the centric contacts
before a crown was done, and finally a severe airway problem patient that he corrected the
overbite to improve the envelope of function. All of these efforts brought a patient into
an adaptive zone, or a threshold of adaptability because health is under constant stress and
the body constantly adapts. People often adapt beyond their danger zone, and he brought
this out by sending home to be filled out - not by themselves but by another who observed
their actual sleep habits. Their self-report was “I am OK” but the one who observed,
reported that they were in the danger zone. To that Dr. Kwiecien says, “I am concerned!”
Perhaps then the guy understood!
Dr. Kwiecien gave us a chart of occlusal splints and described their function. Anterior
bite plates deprogrammed the muscles, a full arch in centric relation helps with pain in
function and depending on the if problems were caused by muscle or joint or both, he
gave different designs with and without ramps and splints made in CR and not being in
CR.

He used a Venn diagram to illustrate
how their desires and our clinical findings and therapies must have a common
intersection.
Dr. Kwiecien said, “If you don’t know
what you are going to do in the analog
world, how are you going to know what
to do in the digital world.” The monitor
displayed a picture that superimposed
a fully adjustable articulator onto the
virtual diagnostic image and to integrate
them he chose a transfer of bite registration material from the patient and in one
instance used a 3Shape Trios - analog leaf
gauge and registration material - to bring
the virtual models together. This digital
scan is able to detect the actual contacts
between the teeth and the distance to
each space. He used this to do both
analog and digital work up of possible
occlusal solutions.
Over the day, he presented at least
three completed cases with occlusal problems and used the occlusal terms common
to dentistry - working side, balancing side,
canine protected, group function, and

I shared his enthusiasm for a play-by-play interpretation of a stamp cusp finding a
home to occlude with on an opposing tooth. In fact, I so enjoyed his description of a jaw
function and dysfunction that I told him during break that that I wanted to hear again.
He shared with me that he thought of himself doing play-by-play radio broadcasting! In
my humble attempt to repeat a take away - he said that the jaw joint was supported in
its upward and forward position by the Masseters and Temporalis when the teeth touch,
then the movements and incline positioning done by the lateral pterygoid. One part
relaxed and the other worked. He then described the early, middle, late, and the absence
of jaw sounds to his audience. It was quick, it was thorough, and well worth being there to
visualize the anatomical changes in each position with his description especially the disc
slipping medially off the condyle, under pressure from its’ correct position. He illustrated
this by saying injured ligaments get sloppy.
Continued on page 4
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Continued from page 3

Dr Kwiecien said, really most of what I
have for you is from others, including
things learned from our own University
of Iowa Operative Dentistry Faculty,
then he expressed his indebtedness to
Dr. L.D. Pankey, Dr. Peter Dawson, Dr.
John Kois, Dr. Bob Barkley, and Dr. Bill
Robbins to name a few. But one part
of his presentation he felt was his own
piece and he entitled it “IT” and became
the systems approach he brought to us
throughout the day. At the point when
appropriate steps were to be taken, but
first to overcome common objections, Dr.
Kwiecien stood by the wall made like he
was banging his head on the wall. He said
that eventually something would give
and help would be sought and the term
he coined was the patient asking, Dr.
“Cantchajust” fix it? Dr. Kwiecien asked
us if a perfectly milled and matching
head piece that covered and protected
the head would be the answer to the
problem. We could see where he was
headed with this illustration, likewise
putting a ceramic crown on the lower
second molar without addressing the
balancing interferences would not relieve
the tooth of getting banged in the bite.

this with their occlusal disharmony and
dysfunction. He gave us 6 steps along
the way to treating occlusal problems.
Recontour, Reposition, Restore, Remove,
Replace and finally leave-it-alone with
his made-up word “Reavitarone.”

Dr. Kwiecien finished his presentation with the same spirit he began, and
explained how his implementing a
systems approach to the faculty at the
dental school made productive and satisfying improvements. He described the
various iterations that came through the
decades, including various centered

In the presentation Dr. Kwiecien said
that poor nutrition, sleep disturbances,
and wellness were key to oral health
assessment. He referred to Stephanie
Lomasney as a nutrition coach, and
DeWitt Wilkerson’s book “The Shift.”
He said most patients used medical insurance to cover insure their sleep studies
and therapy, and referred them to their
medical doctor. Yet, he also used dental
airway management and integrated

4
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practices and he gave credit to both
Peter Senye “The Fifth Discipline,” and
the utilized the Arbinger Mindset for
assessment and training. He returned
to his IT presentation of the steps along
the way to achieve this. He also credited
Otto Scharmer and Katrin Kaufer’s book
“Leading From The Emerging Future.”

Dr. Kwiecien shared his contact
information and invited us to talk
further, he runs a consulting company called K Squared Facilitation
and Dental Education. KEVIN@
KSQUAREDFACILITATION.
COM and www.
KSQUAREDFACILITATION.COM.

Editor IAGD,
Jon L Hardinger DDS MAGD

Congratulations to the Iowa AGD on
receiving the William W. Howard Ace
Award (for our Newsletter), the Richard
D. Knowlton Continuing Education
Award, and Honorable Mention for
the Public Information Award and
Constituent of the Year Award at the
2021 AGD Annual Meeting in Chicago
on November 19, 2021. Accepting these
awards were: Dr. Stephen Thies, IAGD
Delegate, Julie Berger, IAGD Executive
Director and Dr. Deb Oldham, IAGD
Delegate.

Interview with Cody Olson, DDS, FAGD

D

r. Cody
Olson,
in my
phone interview,
happened to
mention straight
wire orthodontic
training he
did early in
his career, and
I discussed
Marcus, Lucas,
enthusiastically
Dr.
Olson and Marta
the techniques
and challenges of
orthodontics. He was trained by the late
Dr. David Jackson from Dallas Texas, just
as I had followed a two-year set of Gerety’s
classes. He added that he likes getting to
know his patients on their adjustment
appointments, especially the high school
athletes who keep him aware of their
school and sports activities. Dr. Olson
said that many adults like having clear
aligners made to correct minor crowding.
For a time, Dr. Olson took classes from

Dr. Jeff Rouse who has been an influence
for many dentists on understanding the
importance of airway management.
Dr. Cody Olson attended the
University of Iowa and graduated with a
Bachelor of Business Administration in
2006 and the University of Iowa College
of Dentistry in 2010, he practices in
Humboldt, IA with Dr. Ryan Gidel.
They have integrated digital scanning
and some milling of ceramic restorations.
We discussed various aspects of general
dentistry including oral surgery, restoration of implants, and periodontics and
in particular I was interested in how he
manages second molars orthodontically.
He said, “Dr Jackson taught us many uses
of the NPE (Nitanium Palatal Expander)
and occasionally it is used to narrow
the distance between maxillary second
molars to correct a crossbite.”
Dr. Olson was encouraged to join the
AGD by Dr. Jackson. He received his
Fellowship in the Academy of General
Dentistry at the Annual Session there

in June. His family attended, his wife
Marta, and two boys Marcus (6) and
Lucas (9) and they enjoyed it so much
they plan on going to Orlando next
year for the annual AGD session. He
said, “Eventually I plan on getting my
Mastership with the AGD.”
Recently he attended Gordon
Christensen’s endodontic training session
in Provo, Utah taught by Dr. John West,
and has also attended classes by Dr. Steve
Buchanan.
Dr. Cody Olson helped influence his
younger brother, Kyle, to the profession
and the second member of the family,
Dr. Kyle Olson graduated in 2013 from
the College of Dentistry. Dr. Olson said,
“he keeps up regular jogging, along with
family activities.” He attributed his wife,
Marta, for her support, saying, “she sees
first-hand how continuing education gets
me excited to go to the office the following week.” He concluded by saying the
AGD is a great organization and he is
better for it.”

Fellowship in the Academy of General Dentistry Award

I

Dr. Joslyn Slater and Family

got to know Dr. Slater in April
of 2019, because I had heard
through Dr. Craig Driver, who
evaluates the IAGD practical takehome presentations for the IAGD, that
she gave an outstanding presentation.
Because I am the program director for
the Tall Corn Dental Symposium, I
asked her to give her PowerPoint “Office
Emergency Protocol” to us as well.
Dr. Joslyn contributed these comments
for the IAGD Newsletter. She wrote:
“I was born in Des Moines and raised on
a small farm in Dallas County. I have always
been interested in science and have always

had a love for animals. I actually considered
veterinary medicine prior to committing
to dental school. Growing up, one of my
father’s close friends was a periodontist in
West Des Moines. He saw my interest in
both medicine and caring for those around
me and encouraged me to explore dentistry
as an option for my future.
As a young girl, my grandmother taught
me to crochet and shared her love of
needlework with me. We spent many hours
working on hand sewn pieces together. I
gained much satisfaction by creating art
with my hands, which has segued into my
career as a dentist.
I graduated from Iowa State University
with a BS in Animal Science and then
attended the University of Iowa College of
Dentistry, graduating in 2008.
Upon graduation, I joined Dr. Debra
Oldham at Anamosa Dental Associates.
I have made Anamosa my home and have
been practicing here the entirety of my
career. As a member of the AGD since
school, I have always enjoyed learning new
things and discovering the latest thoughts
and trends in dentistry. When Dr. Oldham

received her MAGD and encouraged me
to do so as well, it was a no-brainer. I love
attending classes, listening to the worldrenowned speakers, and sharing that time
with peers in our profession who feel the
same way about expanding their knowledge.
Because we are a family oriented dental
practice, my favorite speakers are those
who I gain “dental pearls” from that I can
implement into my everyday work flow.
One such speaker was Pediatric Dentist, Dr.
Josh Wren. I now on almost a daily basis
use bioactive materials such as ACTIVA as
well silver diamine fluoride to better provide
preventative and more conservative care.
I also really enjoy esthetics with Dr. Bob
Margeas. He is just a top-notch speaker and
all-around great guy!”
I love spending time with my family. My
husband, Nick, is a district sales manager
for Freund-Vector Corporation. We have
two children, Nellie and Grant, who keep
us busy with their activities. We enjoy
traveling with them, as well as golfing and
spending time at our small acreage outside
of Anamosa.”
Congratulations to you, Dr. Slater.
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Fellowship in the Academy of General Dentistry Award

I

caught up with
the interestingacademic, Dr.
Asi, for his FAGD
award interview on
a moment when we
each had an opening
in our schedule,
resulting in a vigorous
and extemporaneous
conversation that
Dr. Navdeep Asi
ranged from his
academic background
in neurophysiology, to modern endodontics.
He is the chief, second year, resident in
Endodontics at the University of Iowa College
of Dentistry, and sought out the Fellowship
in the Academy of General Dentistry in part
because he has ties to general dentistry and the
many hours of accumulated continuing education during his time in private practice.
He said that endodontics attracted him,
because he liked saving teeth, and with endodontics, many of his natural interests come
together. He told me that digital mapping
is now used to aid endodontic surgery, and
the residents are learning a technique called

“Targeted Endodontic Microsurgery” that is
based on creating a surgical guide to perform
apical surgeries. At the same time, 3D printing
being made for a surgical guide, the printing
comes in handy for replacing spare parts for his
classic car hobby. He is interested in pottery,
an ancient 3D done with the hands. Dr. Asi
told me that he loves the hands-on aspect of
restorative dentistry.
Dr. Asi is from Canada, and his hometown
is Hamilton, near Toronto. He attended the
University of Toronto for his undergraduate and graduate education for a masters in
neurophysiology. He told me that his research
there was with ‘Dynamic Auditory Tuning,’
using moth and cricket ears as a neurosensory
model for neural coding in response to the
imitated sounds of bats. In the defense of his
thesis, he was asked about the extremely fast
action potentials of these signals. His work
was published in the Journal of Comparative
Physiology in 2009. Dr. Navdeep then attended
McGill University for his dental degree, and
upon graduation completed a 2-year AEGD in
Connecticut, and went to a general dentistry
private practice in Newfoundland where he
worked for 4 years. There he worked in the

town of Gander which became famous during
9/11, when many planes were grounded at
the local airport which now has a Broadway
Musical called “Come from Away” based on
this story.
He liked his interview at the University
of Iowa and was accepted in their program,
he said, “in deference to endodontic therapy
over implants, there is evidence that periimplantitis rates can approach 20-30%.” With
this in view, he was drawn to saving teeth and
the surrounding structures. He said, “We get
great clinical experience here at Iowa as we are
required to complete 250 cases, which I was
able to complete in my first year, the University
setting provides an abundance of cases.” He also
finds endodontics relaxing, and this goes with
the relaxed focus seen through magnification.
Further, as an academic, the teaching, research
and patient cases keep him busy, so I felt
fortunate to catch up with him for this interview on the occasion of receiving his FAGD.
Congratulations, Dr. Asi.
Editor IAGD,
Jon L Hardinger DDS MAGD

Fellowship in the Academy of General Dentistry Award

I

met Dr. Aditi
Jain in the lunch
line at the IAGD
Annual Session, and
with the intention of
gathering information
about an article for this
publication. I knew
that she had received
her FAGD at the AGD
Dr. Aditi Jain
Annual Session in June,
but had not yet met her. Let me also introduce
her to my readers in this way.
I learned that she has been a clinical assistant
professor of Operative Dentistry at the
University of Iowa College of Dentistry since
2016. She told me that Dr. Patricia Meredith
had encouraged her to join the AGD and
provided guidance for the steps toward this
award. Dr. Jain and I visited after lunch too,
and I was excited to hear that the JADA had
recently accepted her article for publication
on maintaining defective crown margins.
So, look in future issues of the JADA for:
‘Survival analysis of crown margin repair, a
retrospective study in a dental school setting.’
6

I asked her how she came to chose dentistry
and her background. She wrote, “Why
dentistry –I like the healthcare field of
dentistry because it is dynamic and there is
always an opportunity to learn and discover
new techniques or materials.” Further I asked
her where she grew up and attended dental
school and she wrote, “I grew up in India and
graduated with my BDS from dental school
in 2011. She continued, “After coming to
the USA, I pursued the Master’s program in
Oral Science and Certificate in Operative
Dentistry at UIOWA. I enjoyed the teaching
experience during my residency and decided
to continue as an educator where I teach
pre-clinical and clinical operative dentistry
courses for pre-doctoral and post-doctoral
students. I was interested in continuing to
practice dentistry at the college and she
wrote, “Additionally, I provide patient care
in faculty general practice. The emphasis
of my practice is caries management using
minimally-invasive techniques and esthetic
dentistry.”
Here are her comments about pursuing her
continuing education:
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“I joined the Iowa AGD Mastertrack
program five years ago to continue learning
more about various disciplines of general
dentistry. I enjoy the camaraderie with fellow
dentists and find it thought-provoking to
hear perspective of other practitioners. My
favorite continuing education program was
Periodontics by Dr. Sam Low and Occlusion
by Dr. Kevin Kwiecien. I received my fellowship at the AGD annual meeting in Austin,
Texas this year. It was a beautiful ceremony
celebrating the hard work and dedication to
lifelong learning of all awardees.”
Writing about her family, she included her
parents, husband (Anshul) and son (Ayansh)
who have been my greatest strength. She
wrote, “I am also fortunate to have extended
family in Iowa City that have supported me.”
Congratulations for your award, and your
genuine care and enthusiasm for dentistry is
evident, and that is a contagious bug I don’t
mind catching.
Editor IAGD,
Jon L Hardinger DDS MAGD

AGD Advocacy Report

T

he Academy
of General
Dentistry
held an Advocacy
Conference October
8, 2021 in Chicago.
The conference
highlighted the
Dr. Steve Thies
advocacy successes
and ongoing efforts for advocacy issues by
the AGD. The AGD and other professional
organizations are constantly advocating for
the dental profession and for patient oral
health.
A truly great legislative achievement
was repeal of the McCarran-Ferguson Act.
The McCarran-Ferguson Act exempts the
insurance industry from federal antitrust
laws. The exemption gave the insurance
industry an unfair advantage over the medical and dental professions by allowing the
health insurance industry to communicate,
coordinate, and share information without
violating antitrust laws. For decades the
medical and the dental professions have
advocated for the repeal of the exemption.
Federal agencies are now able to enforce
federal antitrust laws against health insurance companies engaged in anticompetitive
conduct.
Dentists are qualified health care
providers and supportive of the COVID19 vaccination effort. Many states allow
dentists to administer vaccines. However, a
federal declaration was needed to provide
liability protection nationwide.
Dentists and dental students have now
received authorization to administer
COVID-19 vaccines under the Public
Readiness and Emergency Preparedness
(PREP) Act.
AGD has worked with other stakeholders in late 2020 to create a temporary tax
credit for businesses to cover COVID-19related workplace safety expenses.

Bipartisan legislation to create a tax credit,
was introduced in March in both the House
and Senate. The AGD will continue to
lobby for the tax credit.
For a long time the AGD has supported
requiring health insurers to cover medically necessary services, including dental
treatment, for patients with congenital
anomalies. A bipartisan bill, The Ensuring
Lasting Smiles Act, has been introduced in
both the House and Senate.
As we all know, insurance companies
control fees for noncovered services. The
Dental and Optometric (DOC) Access Act
is bipartisan legislation that would allow
dentists to charge an amount that is usual
and customary for services not covered
under an insurance plan instead of the
insurer’s mandated fee schedule
The DOC Act would limit plan contracts to two years unless a health provider
chooses to extend the contract for another
term. Lastly, the DOC act would provide a
right of action provision allowing doctors to
take offending plans to court.
There are multiple bills in the House
of Representatives involving student debt
and interest rate deferral. The bills address
deferral of interest accrual during residency,
exemption of dental faculty from paying tax
on the federal loan payments they receive,
and allow graduate and professional students to use the federal Direct Subsidized
Stafford Loans.
AGD-drafted legislation, the Oral
Health Literacy & Awareness Act, authorizes a multi-year oral health literacy
campaign across HRSA to develop and test
evidence-based strategies. The outcomes
and effectiveness of various oral health
literacy messages will be determined.
Another advocacy win involved Repeal
of the Medical Device Tax. We are all aware
of the tax on medical devices. The tax did
not lower healthcare costs for consumers.

Instead the tax increased costs and burdens
on the healthcare industry. Thankfully, the
tax was repealed December 2019.
Lastly, the foremost dental issue is
expansion of Medicare to include dental
procedures. The AGD and ADA are working together to educate congress about
dental inclusion in Medicare. Both organizations are advocating for Medicare dental
treatment for the elderly poor and individuals below 300% of the federal poverty
limit. The wealthy over 65 age group has
the resources to pay for dental treatment or
access Medicare Advantage (MA) plans.
The Medicare fee schedule setting process
was designed for the medical profession,
not the dental profession. The administrative requirements are burdensome. Medical
codes are diagnostic. Dental codes are
procedure based. Dental services will be
significantly undervalued. If reimbursement
to dental providers is undervalued, provider
participation will be inadequate to serve the
elder population. Lastly, the cost to include
dental services in Medicare will be high.
The elder population would be better served
by focusing financial resources on the poor
and underserved elders.
The advocacy issues as listed previously
are some of the issues that the AGD is
advocating for. The AGD is constantly
advocating on behalf of membership and
the dental profession. We each can make a
difference for dentistry by staying informed,
contacting our elected officials, building
relationships, and educating them on oral
health issues. Also, contributing to the
AGD PAC provides funding for advocacy.
Stay up to date on AGD’s latest advocacy
efforts at www.agd.org/advocacy.
Dr. Stephen R. Thies
Legislative Chair
Iowa Academy of General Dentistry
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2022 IAGD Annual Meeting

“Adhesive Dentistry – Maximizing the Placement of Anterior and
Posterior Composites” and “Adhesive Dentistry – Maximizing the
Placement of Anterior and Posterior Composites”
Drs. Marc Geissberger & Foroud Hakim

LECTURE
Friday, March 4, 2022
7:45 am to 5:15 pm
(8 hrs. AGD Esthetic Lecture Credit)
(IDBE pending final approval)
Morning Session:
“Adhesive Dentistry – Maximizing the
Placement of Anterior and Posterior
Composites”
The use of composite resin material as a
direct restorative for anterior and posterior
restorations has dramatically increased in the
marketplace. With self-etching technology
emerging as a viable alternative to traditional
techniques and the development of new
technology to assist clinicians with bulk-fill
techniques, it is easy to get confused and fall
behind. What materials will you advocate for
use in your practice? What has the literature
been revealing on materials in current use?
Should practitioners change their current
techniques? What preparation design will you
utilize?
This program will attempt to make sense of
all of the products and techniques available
in today’s market place and will focus on
materials and their applications as well
as a brief review of some of the literature.
Emphasis will be placed on new developments
in the composite area as well as outline what
developments to watch for in the coming
years.
During this program practitioners will
understand:
• Self-etching principles and how they are
applied to composite resins.
• How to reproduce natural tooth
characteristics using composite resin.
• How to control post-op sensitivity.
• The mechanisms of bonding systems and
learn to control sensitivity.
8

• The differences between the various
composites available to clinicians.

Sunday, March 6, 2022
8:00 am to 1:00 pm

Afternoon Session:
“Adhesive Dentistry – Maximizing the
Placement of Anterior and Posterior
Composites”
New Materials in Indirect Restorative
Dentistry

All 3 days will be held at Hilton Garden
Inn, 8600 Northpark Drive – Johnston, IA

This fast paced, informative session will
introduce the participants to several new
materials in the arena of indirect restorative
dentistry. Tips and techniques for these
materials will be discussed during this
presentation. Pros and cons of each material
will be discussed. This course will cover the
latest development in all porcelains, cements,
impression materials and CAD/CAM
technology and elucidate their influences on
the modern practice of dentistry.
During this program practitioners will:
• Gain knowledge of modern ceramic
materials and understand limitations and
strengths of each type of material.
• Develop a better understanding of the
indications and contraindications of each
material.
• Improve their understanding of the
plethora of modern cements and which
clinical situations are indicated for their use.
• Navigate the technological advances in
CAD/CAM Dentistry and figure out
which systems may be most appropriate for
their practices.
• Learn predictable techniques designed to
capture flawless impressions the first time
they are attempted.
HANDS-ON TRAINING
Saturday, March 5, 2022
8:00 am to 6:30 pm
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If you attend the entire 3 day weekend,
you will receive 24 hrs AGD Esthetic
Participation Credit – IDBE pending
final approval. 24 additional hours of
participation credit may be earned by
presenting a clinical homework assignment
after the course and presenting in October
of 2022. There is an additional fee.
The weekend course will consist of 3
separate workshops.
“Mastering the Direct Resin
Restoration”
This session will explore how to produce
the optimal composite resin restoration
in both anterior and posterior teeth.
Particular focus will be placed on proper
preparation design, adhesive principles,
placement techniques and polishing
protocols, all designed to produce longlasting and beautiful techniques. With
anterior restorations particular emphasis
will be placed on creating perfectly blended
restorations that harmoniously achieve
esthetic results. For posterior restorations
we will focus on conservative techniques
and proper bonding protocols that produce
predictable results.
During this program practitioners will:
• Self-etching principles and how they are
applied to composite resins.
• How to reproduce natural tooth
characteristics using composite resin.
• How to improve the appearance and
longevity of composite restorations.
• What is required of materials to be
utilized for bulk-fill and how to place
them correctly.

• Proper placement techniques that
maximize clinical outcomes and esthetics.
• How to control post-op sensitivity.
“The Partial Ceramic Restoration”
This session will be an intensive day focused
on partial ceramic resonations including
veneers, inlays and onlays. Preparation techniques will be explored in depth. Additionally,
particular focus will be placed on case design,
provisional restoration fabrication and proper
delivery and bonding techniques. By the end
of this session, practitioners should be well
versed in partial converge restorations.
During this program practitioners will:
• Increase their understanding of proper
preparation design and placement techniques.
• Learn how to efficiently make provisional
restorations

• Learn appropriate bonding protocols for
veneers and onlays
• Select appropriate materials based on
functional needs and esthetics.

During this program practitioners will:
• Gain knowledge of modern ceramic
materials and understand limitations and
strengths of each type of material.

• Work effectively with laboratory support
team to achieve lasting, esthetic results.

• Learn the different preparation criteria for
Lithium disilicate, monolithic zirconia and
layered zirconia

“The Ceramic Crown”
The final day of the program will focus on the
ceramic crown. In particular, different ceramics will be discussed in length and correct
preparation design for each type of ceramic
material will be discussed in depth. Lithium
Disilicate and Zirconia in both monolithic
and layered design will be discussed. Proper
adhesive principles will be reviewed and
practiced by participants. By the completion
of this session, practitioners will have a better
understanding of how to navigate the everexpanding ceramic options in clinical practice.

• Fine-tune their preparation skills for specific materials and fabrications processes.
• Practice impression techniques designed to
capture flawless impressions the first time
they are attempted.
• Practice Provisional and bonding techniques for ceramic restorations.

Speaker Info
and treatment planning. Dr. Geissberger has
been awarded fellowship in the International
College of Dentists, American College of
Dentists, and the Pierre Fauchard Academy.
He serves as a consultant for many dental
materials companies and helps guide product
development.

Dr. Marc Geissberger

Dr. Marc Geissberger is a Professor and
Chair of the Department of Integrated
Reconstructive Dental Sciences at University
of the Pacific, School of Dentistry. He is a
fellow of the American Dental Education
Association’s leadership institute, researcher,
as well as a published author in the areas of
dental materials, contemporary fixed prosthodontics, esthetic dentistry. He has lectured
nationally and internationally in the areas
of adhesive dentistry, cosmetic dentistry,
photography, ceramic, fixed prosthodontics

Dr. Foroud Hakim

Dr. Foroud Hakim has balanced private
practice and dental education for over 21
years. He has a true passion for restorative dentistry ranging from complex

rehabilitation to optimal and conservative single tooth restoration. He is Vice
Chair of the Department of Restorative
Dentistry at University of the Pacific and
is course director for “Occlusion, TMJ
& Advanced Restorative Concepts”. He
is also a director in the “Esthetic and
Complex Care Clinic” at Pacific. Dr.
Hakim has lectured nationally in many
venues including seminars, continuums
and hands-on-workshops on topics ranging from technology, esthetic dentistry,
occlusion, smile design, CAD/CAM,
photography, and adhesive and composite
dentistry. Dr. Hakim has several publications and has authored two chapters in the
2010 text, “Esthetic Dentistry in Clinical
Practice” from Blackwell Publishing. Dr.
Hakim earned his DDS in 1991 from
Pacific and later went on to complete an
MBA. He is a member of OKU dental
honor society and past president of the
Delta Delta Chapter. He is also a fellow
and graduate of the ADEA Leadership
Institute class of 2007.
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General Information
Friday, March 4, 2022
Lecture will be held at the
Hilton Garden Inn
8600 Northpark Drive, Johnston, IA
515.270.8890
7:15 a.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Registration
7:45 a.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Course Begins
11:45 – 1:15 p.m. . . . . Extended Lunch Hour
(A chance to visit the exhibitors)

1:15 p.m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Course resumes
4:00 p.m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Exhibits close
5:15 p.m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Course adjourns

Hands on Course
Limited Space Available
Saturday, March 5, 2022
8:00 a.m. – 6:30 p.m.
Sunday, March 6, 2022
8 a.m. – 1 p.m.
All 3 days will be held at the Hilton
Garden Inn, Johnston, IA

Due to the popularity of the lecture
and hands on course, we encourage
you to register early and take advantage of the member discounts.
Space is limited!!!
Don’t forget to take advantage of
HUGE member only discounts if you
register by January 10th!

** Coffee breaks and lunch will be provided.

Registration
2022 IAGD Annual Meeting

“Adhesive Dentistry –
Maximizing the Placement
of Anterior and Posterior
Composites” and “Adhesive
Dentistry – Maximizing the
Placement of Anterior and
Posterior Composites”

Register by February 20th to avoid $50 late fee!
A block of sleeping rooms have been reserved at the Hilton Garden Inn for $119
until February 9, 2022. Ask for the “Iowa AGD” rate. To make reservations, call
515.270.8890.
Please mail registration form and payment to: IAGD, 2244 Stockwell Street Lincoln, NE 68502.
Registration can be taken over the phone with a credit card. Register by February 20th to avoid a
$50 late fee! A $40 processing fee will be applied to all persons requesting a refund (lecture only)
or $85 processing fee will be applied to all person requesting a refund (3 days). No refunds will
be issued after February 10, 2022 You will receive an email confirmation when your registration
is processed. The course has been submitted to the IDBE for CE credits and approval is pending.
Questions? Contact the IAGD Office at 402.438.2321 or email julieberger50@gmail.com

March 4-6, 2022

Name_____________________________________________________________

COURSE FEES:

Staff______________________________________________________________

LECTURE ONLY
AGD Dentist (Friday Lecture).  .  .  .  .  . $350
(Register by1-10-22 and receive a $50 member only discount)

Address___________________________________________________________
City________________________________________State__________Zip_____
Phone____________________________________________________________

Non-AGD Dentist (Friday Lecture).$650

Email (required)____________________________________________________

ENTIRE 3 DAY EVENT

AGD#___________________________________________ Non-member  Yes

AGD Dentists.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $1,850.00
(Includes materials, meals and handouts. Lodging not included.)

PAYMENT METHOD
Check (made payable to the IAGD) Mail payment to:
IAGD, 2244 Stockwell Street, Lincoln, NE 68502.

Non-AGD Dentist.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $2,500.00
(Includes materials, meals and handouts. Lodging not included.)

 Credit card: Credit card type:________________  Amount:_____________

Staff Member/Assistants/Hygienists.  .  .  .  . $100.00

Credit card #_______________________________________________________
Exp. Date_____________ code on back______________

Dental Students.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $35.00

Credit Card Address (If different from above)__________________________________

Lab Techs.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . $175.00

Credit Card City, State & Zip (If different from above)___________________________

(Register by1-10-22 and receive a $200 member only discount.)

Phone (If different from above)______________________________________________
Total Amount Paid .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 		
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Signature______________________________________ Date________________
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Thank you for being there for us
through these challenging times.

WE ARE ALWAYS IN YOUR

CORNER
Aim it at
the code

Open the camera
on your phone

Tap the banner
that appears

Check out our website!
PROFESSIONAL DENTAL COMPANY
611 Omaha Street, Sioux City, Iowa 51103
712-252-4034 • 800-831-0936

JAEGER DENTAL COMPANY
2218 West 2nd Street, Grand Island, NE 68803
308-382-0235 • 800-289-3525

BILLINGS DENTAL LABORATORIES
1407 N. 203rd Street, Elkhorn, NE 68022
402-551-5954 • 800-747-5441

• dental partnership agreements
• practice sales
• practice mergers
• associate placements
• dental office valuations
• locum tenens registry

SUCCESSFULLY CONNECTING DENTISTS’
PRESENT WITH THEIR FUTURE

VISIT
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ARE YOU READY?

Call us for a complimentary conversation about
your future transition & find out how
The Trusted Transition Process™ can work for you.

ddsmatch Nebraska • Iowa • South Dakota
Steve Kampschnieder
kampy@ddsmatch.com | 402.677.6805
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Upcoming Courses
MARCH 4-6, 2022

IAGD ANNUAL MEETING
Dr. Marc Geissberger &
Foroud Hakim - Esthetics
Hilton Garden Inn, Johnston, IA
Visit our IAGD website
at www.IowaAGD.com
for more information
on future courses. Or
contact the IAGD Office
at 402.438.2321 or at
julieberger50@gmail.com

March 3-5, 2023

IAGD ANNUAL MEETING
(TENTATIVE)Pedo/Ortho
combined weekend
Dr. Josh Wren
Location - TBA

